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Articles for August
M1ssION is interested in contributions which employ other literary forms than the article
or essay. Some poetry has been printed in earlier issues, and a short story is included
in this issue. The magazine welcomes other contributions of a "creative " literary nature .
This invitation reflects one aspect of MISSION
'S concern , the relationship of Christian
faith to contemporary culture. We are interested in listening to the artists of our time so
as to learn better the society in which we live , and we want to speak the Biblical faith
in relevant media as well as relevant words.
One of the critical concerns of America at this time is what has come to be called
"civil disobedience." Certainly here Christian ethics and contemporary society intersect.
An acute Christian lawyer explores the legal and Biblical aspects of this controversial
subject.
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CHRISTIANITY

AND

CULTURE

Responding Through "The Arts"
TERENCE

E. JOHNSON

Recently in a Sunday sermon I quoted from
a play by William Inge ("The Dark at the
Top of the Stairs"). The following week a
parishioner asked for the quotation and , in
fact , borrowed the book to read the play so
he could see the sermon quotation in context. In talking with a friend who was going
through a crisis and who had long since
given up formal religion, the church member was able to use the Inge quotation as a
kind of "word of God. " In a later counseling
session with a real person-to-person sharing ,
this Christian attempted to relate to his
friend's crisis. The playwright , Inge , had an
appropriate word that could be spoken;
through that word and the life of the Christian a "word of God " was transmitted .
The late Paul Tillich wrote ,
Art indicates what the character of a
spiritual situation is . . . Its symbols have
something of a revelatory character while
scientific conceptualiz ation must suppress
the symbolical in favor of objective adequacy. Science is of greater importance

in the rise of a spiritual situation , but art
is the more important for its apprehension. 1
There is a vital "word " in the world of
the arts today. Unfortunately the church has
been largely oblivious to it. Our mission to
the urban culture is to penetrate it creatively ,
sharing new life in Christ (Mark 16: 15; 2
Corinthians 5: 17-20). Our mission is to be
brave enough to cast off obsolete forms and
terminology and move ahead with creative
concerns and ideas that speak to people.
The gospel is God 's dynamic love, but we
often translate it in terms of petty issues
and irrelevant gibberish . And by the time
the originally dynamic love of Christ seeps
through our earthen vessels of middle-class
morality and cloistered church lives, it looks
quite insipid to the outside-and it is!
The churches today must assume an open
stance in regard to what's happening . We
must be listening to the sounds of the world
and to the meanings beneath the outward

Terence E. John son is Minister of Valley For ge Church of Chri st, King of Pru ssia, Penn sylvania.
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sounds. We must be watching the sights and
symbol s of the world and the needs and
concerns to which they point.
•
To respond to th e urban culture the
church must pull its ostrich head out of the
and of isolationism and spiritual autoeroticism and reenter the human race! Many
of the churches have not yet arrived in the
20th century! Th e church must learn to
explore new areas of communication and
new expressions or "translations ":.: of the
gospel. In discussing the ministry to artists
of Greenwich Village 's Judson Memorial
Church , Colin Williams writes ,
The first movement in the church 's relation to these communities of art is not
one of judgment or even question , but
one of listening (and looking) and
acceptance-in
itself an expression of
Christ's attitude to the world and an
expression of Christ's attitude to the
world an an affirmation of the Church 's
recognition of the God-given mission of
the artist. A second movement in the
relation can then emerge. Once their
apprehension of life is taken seriously
and the integrity of their calling is recognized , then the opportunity is given for
the meaning of their God-given ministry
to be discussed and disclosed within the
dialogue. ::
Within the framework of literature and
the arts the church CAN relate with meaning to the urban culture. A special committee appointed by the National Council
of Churches said,
The artist loves the world. And because
he wants to penetrate to the world 's secret
he cannot be content with obvious , merely
surface appearances. To dig at "what lies
under the shelf " is the anguished confession of his resolute love :'
And through his works the Christian
community may catch a truer perspective of
what's happening. As Dr. Edwin Gleaves
has written ,
A great deal of literature , especially modern fiction , can be quite disturbing , that
is true , but to suppress or dismiss litera-
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ture on these grounds is to miss its very
raison d'etre-to search out and dramatize some . .. profound problems which
have always plagued mankind. --.
"The church is concerned with the arts
because the church is concerned with the
concrete actuality of human life.Ii If the
church in some way is to celebrate "life" as
the creation and gift of God (here is "worship " ) and if the church in some way is to
participate with God in imparting life and
meaning (here is "evangelism " ) , it must
begin to attempt to understand life as it is
being lived today. Our artists portray this
for us.
The artist looks beyond our facades an'd
attempts to show themes that penetrate
modern life. Camus , Sartre , and others are
not merely presenting hopelessness as an
historical ill that characteristically plagues
man ( though hopelessness is not confined
to any era): they are expressing an existential concern-man 's hopelessness and
despair NOW.
Through our literature we can gain a
sense of self-understanding and Christian
mission . If the Christian community's mission is to share and impart life, as received
and interpreted by the spirit of Jesus, it
must have an authenticity to life as a community of faith. It cannot be a closed shop
or cloistered community , wrapped up in
itself-its pet dogmas its sacred history , its
exclusive claims. When this happens , the
church cuts itself off from the larger arena
of God 's action and presence. Dr. John
Killinger writes,
. . . it is one merit of art that it plunges
the Church back into the midst of life
in the world. It keeps open the avenues
of sensitivity by which the Church carries
on its business with the natural man. As
John Dixon has said [ "The Sensibility of
the Church and the Sensibility of the
Artist ," Christian Faith and the Contemporary Arts , p. 817} , the artist deals in
the realm of the senses , and he helps to
keep the Church alive and "in touch. "i
What action can congregations take in
MISSION

relating to their commumt1es through the
arts? The Valiey Forge Church of Christ
has barely scratched the surface, but there
has been a beginning. This congregation ,
in struggling to come to grips with its identity and mission as a suburban church in the
Northeast , has conducted , as part of its
Christian educational program , monthly
" living room dialogue " groups. These smalI
fellowship groups , freely and openly discussing contemporary subjects relative to
the church 's ministry and the biblical message, have proved to be stimulating and
meaningful.
Last year we conducted an introductory
"Christianity and the Arts " group. Sessions
were held on painting , music , literature , and
drama. This year , reaching for more depth
and specificity, a group is centered on
"Religion and Drama. " A play is read for
each month 's meeting . The group •discusses
what the play may be saying and how it is
said, e.g., symbolism, realism , etc. Playwrights such as Ibsen , Shaw , and Miller and
their works have been the basis for significant discussions .

In this type of reading and discussion we
focus on some of the real happenings of
life. Suddenly we are not merely talking
about abstract theories and remote events,
but LIFE as it is being lived all around us.
We realize that we are seeing our neighbors ,
our friends , OURSEL YES in the characters
we are talking about. Because "we must
stop and question ourselves ," relates our
group leader and "look more closely at each
other" in our discussions and reading of
scenes, we begin to see " relationships with
greater perception. "
We have also participated in a project ,
sponsored by eight community churches ,
entitled "The Church and the Arts. " This
program includes one event per month held
at one of the sponsoring churches. Various
kinds of films have been scheduled such as
"A Patch of Blue " and "The War Game. "
Each participating congregation has been
urged to have its own dialogue group to
AUGUST
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discuss the films.
Of course "the arts" covers a wide territory. A great deal of the folk-type music
and popular songs of our time speak of
words that should concern the church and
its mission , e.g., "love," "care ," "freedom ,"
" involvement ," etc. The popular song "Who
Will Answer? ", recorded by Ed Ames , with
a unique combination of liturgical chant ,
baroque harmony , and folk-rock rhythm ,
could be interpreted as a kind of call to
responsible action on the part of the Christian community. Read , for example , the
following excerpt:
High upon a lonely ledge
A figure teeters near the edge.
And jeering crowds collect below
To egg him on with "Go man , go!"
But who will ask what led him to his
Private day of doom , and
Who will answer?
'Neath the spreading mushroom tree
The world revolves in apathy,
As overhead a row of specks
roars on
Drowned out by discotheques.
And if a secret button's pressed
Because one man has been outguessed ,
Who will answer?
Movies , folk songs, plays , novels: all of
this seems so secular. But if the church is
to respond to the call of mission , she cannot
maintain the false dichotomy of sacred vs
secular. To Jesus all of life was sacramental:
the vitality of living and loving, working and
learning , struggling and becoming. Secular
symbols and actions can potentially express
meanings that communicate when we begin
to break through this false concept that has
for so long prohibited significant ministries.
What could be more material , more physical , more secular than a wooden cross? In
the time of Jesus it was a common means
of execution. But the cross was made
"holy"; it began to communicate symbolically the thrust of the kingdom of God:
that through death of self-centeredness could
emerge life with fulfilling purpose. The
secular can become the means of expressing
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God's message of wholeness and health of
love. Paul Bosch says,
Now that may be materialism but it is
also sacrament al. And it traces the pattern of incarnation , when God who is
love became man for the sake of men ,
became physical man for the sake of
physical men. And the pattern of this
event changes and consecrates everything
you touch , every atom , every gift, every
word , every action. ,
And the words of Episcopalian chapl ain
Malcolm Boyd are also significant:
Since human life is sacred , what we have
traditionally labeled "secular " is sacred.
We cannot regard religious services,
ecclesiastical persons and forms , church
buildings , and a leather-bound copy of
the Bible in a ., hotel desk drawer as

sacred , and think of race relations , schoolteachers , a jazz spot , and a copy of a play
or a novel as secular. All are a part of
human life - passionately meaningful ,
and , therefore , holy.!1

Th e secular dimensions of urban culture
may become legitimate dimensions for the
communication of the gospel. It is not the
duty of the church to willy-nilly accept every
avant garde method of expression. It IS the
responsibility of the church to become
OPEN TO CREATIVE POSSIBILITIES
of expressing its concern for the world , its
love for the world in the sense of God's love
for the world ( John 3: 16) . The arts may
become a significant and meaningful framework for interpreting the Christian faith to
our contemporary society .

1

Paul Tillich, Th e Religious Situat ion ( N .Y.: Meridi an Books, In c., 1956), p. 85. ( Italic s-TEJ.)
Cf. Roy Bowen W ard , "Communi catin g th e Message," Mission, Vol. l (July , 1967) , pp. 9ff.
" Colin W. Willi ams, Wh ere in the World? (N.Y. : Na tional Coun cil of Chur ches, 1963 ), p. 93.
4
Ib id ., p. 94.
5
Ed win S. Gleaves, "Lit eratur e and th e Ministry," Th e Candler Ad vocate, Vol. 5 ( Sept ember 30,
1963), p . 6.
0
Williams , p. 94 .
7
John Killinger, Th e Failure of Th eology in Mod ern L iterature ( N.Y.: Abin gdon Press, 1963) , p . 224.
8
Edmund A. Steinle ( ed. ), Renewal in the Pulpit ( Phil adelphi a : F ortr ess Press, 1966), p. 81.
9
Malcolm Boyd, Free to Live, Free to Die ( N.Y. : Holt , Rinehart & Winston , 1967) , p. 5.
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SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE

INCREASE

The MISSION Board of Trustees wishes to announce that as of October 1, 1968, the
subscription prices to MISSION will be increased. The reason is that MISSION now must
be sustained by gifts, and it is hoped that by increasing prices the journal may reach
the point of being self-sustaining. The rates announced include a new category called
a student rate. It, was felt that students might find the increase the most difficult and
we continue to hope for a number of student subscriptions.
Effective October 1, the new rates will be:
Single Subscription ........ ____$4.00
Student Subscription _____
_____ 3.00
Club ( 5 or more) ____
_____ _ _ 3.00
Bundle (25 or more) ______
____ .25
Single issue (25+) __________ _ .30

Single issue ____
____________ .50
Foreign ____
____ ____________ 5.00
Gift ---------------------------- 3.50
Foreign gift _______________
_ 4.50
Two Years ___________
______ 7.00

We encourage all our readers to resubscribe now while the old prices are in effect. We
want those of you who have helped us get started to have advantage of the old prices.
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STORY

No Tears for Absalotn
EDWIN

S. GLEAVES

To a young preacher fresh out of a Christian
college, who had spent the weekends of the
last three years trying vainly to revive the
moribund churches of rural Tennessee , the
Stonehenge congregation of New Oxford
seemed a dream come true. As he stood
alone for the first time in the cool and
spacious auditorium of the church , John
Ware silently chided himself for the rush
of pride he felt in being chosen assistant
minister of this large , wealthy , and influential congregation. With furtive glances
toward the doors through which the members , five hundred strong , would enter on
the Lord 's Day for worship , John strode
silently down carpeted aisles toward the
pulpit , high and lifted up , from which he
would soon survey his domain before the
people themselves . Now , however , freed by
their absence , he mount ed the rostrum ,
walked gingerly toward the stand , opened
the huge Bible befor e him , and , first in
tones whispery and unsure , then in a
resounding voice, exhorted the mindless
pews of that hollow building-in prepara-

tion , he told himself , for the real thing , when
he would be asked by the elders to declare
himself to the congregation.
It was not just the building that impressed
him and shot a current of nervous fear
through him; the membership of Stonehenge
was a race apart from the farmers and
laborers of Tennessee for whom he had felt
an earnest but exasperated love. Here , he
assured himself, the members would kindle
his spirits rather than dampen them; they
would point him skyward rather than drag
him into the dust of mediocrity . Those
whom he had met so far had not , so far as
he could tell, despised his youth; they had
greeted him as man to man , had looked him
straight in the eye and said welcome. He
had been a little disappointed by the apparent superciliousness with which the preacher
himself had greeted him , but he reminded
himself that a preacher with the brotherhood reputation and stature of J. Power
Sands would not be particularly thrilled at
meeting a mere novice in the ministry. Anyone as well respected as J. Power Sands

Dr. Gleaves is dir ector of th e Peabod y Librar y School, George Peabod y College for Teachers, Nashville. As incredibl e as it may seem, thi s story is b ased on tru e experiences.
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MUST be, he reas on ed , a man of depth and
perception , and John assur ed him self th at
in tim e he would know him better and
appr eciate him as he should.
But he for got th e prea ch e r when he
thought of Anthony - Anthony Brown , the
only old er cider he had ever da red call by his
first name; but so und erstandin g, warm , and
appro ach able was · thi s man th at even th e
childr en felt th e kindn ess flowing from his
unlik ely face- a count enanc e th at see med
chi seled from unfini shed ston e by a careless
sculptor imp atient to finish his matur e
D avid-a nyw ay th ey took him a lmo st as a
fath er figur e to whom th ey could go in tim e
of cri sis. Anthony was young to be an elder,
since he was scarcely over forty ; but , when
he had bee n propo sed to th e congr egation
not a single person obj ected , not even th e
self-appoint ed expert s in doctrin al technicalities who could find fault with an angel
if th ey tri ed. Sinc e Anthony 's two childr en ,
though young , were memb e rs of th e church ,
th e last pos sible obj ection wa s obvi ated ; and
a few months in office, durin g which he
expr essed him self in well-gu arded phra ses
whil e devoting him self to every church
proj ect th at cam e along , swept away res idu al
doubt s and solidifi ed his alrea dy ard ent band
of disciples.
To John , Anthony Brown was mor e th an
a good elder ; he was a good man, who had
rem ained tru e to his ideals despit e th e
pressur es of " th e world " in New Oxford ;
and , moreov er, he wa s a man of cultur e : a
patron of th e arts , an own er of. Great Book s
1/
of the Western Worl d, and a propon ent of
✓ high er education
for th e church 's young
minist ers and its youth in general. To on e
accustomed to th e provinciali sm of many of
the rural peopl es· to whom he had mini stered , it wa s refreshing to meet a man, a
church lea der at th at, who neither scorned
nor fea red th e great issues which were reverberating through high school s and coll eges
across th e nation , although th e Christi an
coll ege which John had att end ed had , like
much of th e church , m aint ained an oy sterlike silence on the grea t probl ems of th e
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day , whil e dogg edly continuing to refut e
point s of doctrin e which John suspect ed of
being a littl e passe , if not downri ght ob solete. Only a few month s out of coll ege, John
was alrea dy fee ling ch ea ted: for atomic
warfar e, his coll ege had arm ed him with
bow s and arrow s; for cancerou s di seases of
men's soul s, th ey had given him band- aids.
He found him se lf turnin g mor e and more
to Anthony for coun sel.
On many issue s Anthony see med to smile
with casua l unconc ern. John was surpris ed
and plea sed to hea r th e youn g cider lea d
Chri stm as carol s in his coll ege class, and
near Chri stm astim e at th at, with a minimum
of apology for violatin g th e church taboo
against att aching any religiou s significance
to Chri stm as. And in John 's first mee tin g
with th e elders, he had hea rd Anthony
ju stify th eir regular Th ank sgiving servic e on
th e ground s th at, even though th ey were not
actu a lly OBSERVING Th ank sgiving in th e
church , th ey could find no better tim e to be
th ankful for th eir blessings. Th e senior
elders shook th eir hea ds and stroked th eir
chin s, th en sagaciou sly opin ed th at they
couldn 't see anything wron g with th at so
long as non e of th e br ethr en compl ained ,
in which case th ey would prob ably have to
call it off next yea r. And so Anthony 's fresh
ideas pr evail ed in an effectiv e but unobstrusive way- som etime s with th e oth er elders ,
som etim es with th e memb ers, always with
John Ware.
During the ea rly months of his ministry ,
before he became saddled with too many
respon sibiliti es , John liked to join th e college
group in Anthony 's class , parti ally to be
with a group nea r his own age, but more to
hear Anthony 's mast erful accounts of Bibl e
tales . Storyt elling, it see med to him , was a
lost art , and Anthony had reclaimed it ;
nev er since childhood had John SEEN and
HEARD th ese men and women of old as
he did whil e listening to Anthony: he felt
th e con suming fury of Saul 's wrath in his
frenzied attempt to bring young David to
his ruin ; he kn ew D avid 's desperation and
agony as he struggl ed to escap e th e conseM ISSION

quences of his sins; and he marveled 'at the
immense humanity of the man to whom
these dramas were as real as his own family.
A few weeks after he had hopefully
practiced his sermon alone to an empty
building but still had not been asked
to deliver it in actuality , John entered
Anthony's class at the beginning of the story
of David and Absalom. Once again John
was enthralled bolh by the impending
tragedy of the story and by the earnestness
and depth of feeling of the one through
whom he was experiencing it so vividly.
Today he believed he knew for the first time
the power of a man's love for his son-for
before him stood the man who, except for
modem dress and circumstance , could well
have been the Man After God 's Own Heart
as he rent the air with his cries of "O my
son Absalom , my son, my son Absalom!
would God I had died for thee, 0 Absalom ,
my son, my son!" And the man before him,
so deeply did he seem to feel this tragedy ,
uttered these poignant words with a faltering voice, followed abruptly by a shaking
sob, his face anointed with tears.
2.
John had hardly recovered his own emotions when, as he was leaving the class, a
heavy hand took him by the shoulder and
pulled him aside. It was the preacher.
"We're having a special meeting tonight
after church. It's important. You should
come."
"What kind of meeting , Brother Sands?"
"Elders and us."
"What for? "
"I'll tell you then. Did you just come out
of Brother Brown 's class?"
"Yessir. I sat in on it this morning."
"What did you think about it?"
"What do you mean? '
"I mean , what did you think of what he
had to say?"
"He just told the story of David and
Absalom. We almost all cried , he told it so
well. Why do you ask?"
The preacher winced faintly. "Oh nothing.
Thought I'd ask. We'll look for you tonight. "
AUGUST
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The perplexity and cunos1ty that John
felt as he made his way into the church
office, where the elders , ministers , and worship leaders customarily had a pre-service
invocation , was nothing new. In the few
months that John had been assistant minister , J. Power Sands had spoken to him no
more than necessity had demanded , and
even then the inscrutable glares that came
through rimless glasses at the young man
were not particularly endearing. John had
listened to the preacher's sermons with
withering hopes of ever hearing a hint of
understanding of, or sympathy with, the
problems that were smothering the faith of
many of the young people he knew. All the
attitudes of exclusiveness, self-righteousness ,
and inert legalism, which were alienating so
many of the young AND the old, seemed
incarnate in this man as he announced his
Baptism; Broad Is the Way That Leadeth
to Destruction; Obedience Is Better Than
to Destruction; Obedience is Better than
Sacrifice; Baptism; What about Our Methodist Friends; God's Plan of Salvation;
Baptism; and most of all, the Evils of
Catholicism. John found himself frowning
with each announcement and searched the
faces of those around him for like signs.
He wondered how many were hungering for
sustenance to carry them through a week
of spiritual famine among people who had
loqg ago lost. the Bread of Life; but even
among the people of "the world" John had
discovered an honest seeking for the answers
to timely and timeless questions: the nature
of truth , of good and evil, ecumenism ,
spiritual renewal of the worship experience,
social equality-all of which the preacher
mentioned only in order to train his sights
upon those "intellectuals " presumptuous
enough to raise issues which either are of
no account or were settled long ago and had
it not been for the great Catholic Digression
would not have been raised in the first place.
John's own mind was in a state of flux
over these issues; the orthodoxy of his own
background made his hesitant to step out
and declare himself on some new view of
[41) 9
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doctrine or scripture . But all around him
he could see young minds rejecting the old
ways, renouncing the church itself as an
outworn institution of a dead generation ,
directing their energetic idealism toward the
social causes which seemed to meet most
immediately the needs of twentieth-century
man. And while America 's conscience was
beginning to recognize underdeveloped
countries aboard as well as its poor , its culturally deprived , its racial minorities , and
while other churches were occupied with
these problems as well as the looming prospect of Christian unity , his own church had
crossed its arms and scoffed at it all. Here
and there John could discern among his
people certain signs of spiritual vigor combined with social awareness , where slum
dwellers and outcasts were counted as
worthy to be saved as a prosperous businessman , where preachers were conversing with
other faiths instead of dictating terms of
unity , where worship went beyond mere
ritual , where the church was indeed becoming a light set upon a hill. But these were
still few, and in the places where the church
was the strongest its light often glowed
most feebly.
In short, John felt from the bottom of
his heart that unless the church to which
he had belonged from childood , and whose
members he considered an extension of his
own family, did not at least acknowledge
the stirrings among its young people it would
in reality become little more than a lawkeeping society of word-watchers championed by Pharisaical legalists stridently
proclaiming their own righteousness to a
smiling world-and to a sorrowing Christ .
John 's frustrations were compounded by
the fact that he still had not been given an
opportunity to procl aim, however subtly, his
own dissent from the views of the preacher.
Still, if the chance came , just how candid
could he be before this new congregation?
He had sensed a general dissatisfaction with
the sermon fare of the last few months , but
he knew well the danger of exploiting the
unrest. Many of the members were indeed
10 [42]

beginning to doubt the propriety of their
choice of a preacher , whom, John had discovered , they had accepted simply upon the
recommendation of another preacher whose
judgment they respected. Though doubtful
of what he could say in such an explosive
situation , John still longed for the chance
to address himself to the membership, to
test their responses to double-edged remarks ,
to leave them with at least a few questions.
His chance came , but not as he expected.
As soon as the brief prayer meeting was
over that very morning and the group was
ascending the stairs to the main auditorium ,
the preacher tugged at his coatsleeve and
signalled him to let the others pass. After a
moment he turned to John and said:
"Brother Ware , my throat is bothering
me this morning and I don 't think I could
get through my sermon. You'd better preach
for me."
"This morning? Now?" John was incredulous.
"Guess you'd better. That's what assistant
ministers are for , isn't it? How could I know
my throat would do me this way?" He
pushed his glasses higher on his nose, made
a rumbling sound in his throat , and reached
for the door which opened into the front of
the auditorium.
John stopped him. "You know I don't
even have any notes with me?"
The preacher reached under the younger
man 's arm and laid hold on the Bible that
John habitually carried with him. Giving the
book a sharp slap with his palm , he placed
it in John 's hand , and said:
"You have the Word of God , young man.
What more could you want? "
Realizing by now that the preacher was
serious , John protested , "But Brother Sands ,
I still don 't think- "
At this point the preacher swung the door
open wide, exposing John and himself to
the stares of a thousand eyes. He took a
long step out the door, pointed John toward
the pulpit , and quickly seated himself on
the front row .
All the college courses which John had
MISSION

taken in speech and homiletics failed him
now. He could feel his face flush and his
heart pound as he walked stiffly across the
front , up the few steps to the pulpit and
across to the preacher's chair , sure that the
audience could detect his nervousness.
While the song director was taking his place ,
John struggled to control his thoughts; his
heart leapt at the st1dden hope of finding an
old sermon outline in his Bible and fell
again when a quick flip of the pages revealed
nothing.
The singing was his salvation. The songs
before the sermon not only calmed his
nerves, but one in particular, "Faith is the
Victory ," recalled to him a college sermon
that he had delivered as the student speaker
for his Baccalaureate service. Having memorized it and deliv~red it only a few months
before , he had little difficulty piecing it
together again under the soothing . strains of
the more majestic hymns that followed; and ,
when the time came for him to speak , he
was not only ready but grimly determined
to prove himself to the preacher , the congregation , and himself. As he preached ,
gaining confidence with every word , he
could not help hoping that the congregation
would learn sooner or later of the circumstances under which he was having to
deliver his first sermon there. He knew it
would not be proper to disclose the facts
himself; he could only hope that the
preacher would at least suggest what happened or perhaps, thought John for a fleeting moment, let it slip.
To his own surprise John preached better
than ever before. Whether prompted by his
sermon or not , the audience rose at the
singing of the invitation hymn to sound an
anthem rarely heard in that building, a singing which in a more emotional congregation
would have brought dozens of penitents
down the aisles. Two did come , a teen-age
girl and a woman of about thirty; and the
congregation, moved by their own entreaties
in song, could scarcely take their eyes off
the front as they sat down at the end of the
invitation hymn. The preacher walked
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briskly toward the two , stopped and turned
toward the audience , and , without asking
the two about their motives for coming ,
announced in full voice to a hushed audience:
"We rejoice , as God and the angels must
rejoice , at the coming of these two. I have
talked with them both in private , and they
told me in confidence of their intention to
come to the Lord sometime soon. I have
pointed out to them the error of their ways ,
and I can only thank the good Lord that
something I said to them has touched a
tender chord in their hearts and persuaded
them to come and make the Good Confession."
An hour before , John had been choked
with tenderness; now a watery rage blinded
him as he left his pew and headed for the
back door of the auditorium. The members
followed John 's departure with only a mild
curiosity , for the drama of the confession
before them and the intoning of the preacher
soon captured their interest. The young minister dashed from the building , tears streaming, his mind a battleground of rage and
humiliation.
3.
If the experience of the morning had been
difficult , John found the night's meeting
with the preacher and the elders no easier.
This meeting, thought John , as its intent
became quickly evident , is a throwback to
the Inquisition , the Salem Witch Trials , the
postwar Communist hysteria. It's the same
old story: the orthodox sniffing out some
faint odor of dissent in their midst with
single-minded determination to expunge it
completely. In this case , the Inquisitor was
the preacher; the target, Anthony; and indirectly John in a simple case of guilt by
association.
With Anthony 's seemingly
impeccable reputation , John thought the
preacher's chosen path a rocky one , but he
gradually learned that among heresy-hunters
charges are more easily made than refuted.
Despite the faith of the other four elders
in their younger associate , a few minutes of
the preacher's oratory-all
out of propor-
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tion to the small room in which they were
assembled-either
cowed them into agreement or actually convinced them of tqe clear
and present danger at hand. The charges
were familiar, even to one as young as John:
Anthony was "soft " on denominationalism ,
tolerant of digressive thought , permissive
toward innovations; he definitely leaned
toward sectarian views of pagan holidays
such as Thanksgiving and Christmas; he was
embarrassingly silent in his classes on the
plan of salvation; and he was in all cases
slow to condemn error in any and every
form. In short, he had let his liberal views
of love blind him to the truth , and if he did
not repent he would soon find himself among
those who were once enlightened but who
had hardened their hearts against the truth.
He had , the preacher said, an evil heart of
unbelief in falling away from the living God.
John , though shocked at first, welcomed
this unexpected showdown in the belief that
Anthony could easily parry these crude and
old-fashioned blows , and he hopefully
waited for Anthony to take the offensive
and send J. Power Sands scurrying from the
field of battle. As the preacher droned on ,
John studied Anthony's face intently , but
his own flame of hope flickered and died
as he saw the shock and indignation which
burned in Anthony 's face during the first
accusations change to a strange and unaccountable expression of fear, perhaps even
shame, as the preacher reminded him of his
responsibility as an elder in the Lord 's
church , of how it is better for one to be
thrown into the sea with a millstone around
his neck than to offend one of the little ones ,
of how Paul abstained from eating meat if
it would keep someone from stumblingthat , in fine, perhaps Anthony's worst
offense was failing to be an example unto
the flock and indeed of leading the young
away from the paths of righteousness.
Whereas the charges of liberalism and
denomin ationalism had not affected him
perceptibly , the possibility of having failed
in a responsibility , of having led the young
astray, seemed to touch him deeply , and the
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other elders saw thi s reaction as proof of
the accuracy of the preacher 's charges.
When finally given an opportunity to answer
his accuser , Anthony could only utter a
garbled apology mixed with a halfhearted
defense. By then the elders had lost interest
in the preacher 's oblique references to John ,
assuming, perhaps , that John would go
along with any apology or retraction that
Anthony made. They thus spent the remainder of the meeting urging Anthony to be
mor e circumspect in his life and teaching ,
for even though they still believed he was
a good man in most ways, morality alone
never saved a man. How terrible , they concluded , it would be for him to carry the
souls of the lost on his conscience until his
dying day and thereby put his own soul
in everlasting danger. Tired and defeated ,
Anthony nodded.
But the preacher was not quite through.
"Brethren," he said, "we'll soon have a
chance to see who is loyal and who is not.
It looks like we're going to have a Catholic
running for President , and anybody who
doesn't know his position in a case such as
this doesn 't deserve to be an elder, or even
a third-class Christian for that matter!"
It was an ominous portent of things to
come.
4.
The young Catholic won the Democratic
nomination for President the next week,
and the battle was on. Fundamentalists
across the country , ever suspicious of
Rome 's quest for world domination , rose
up to meet the challenge. Preachers who
had lately upbraided some of their fellow
ministers for mixing religion with politics
suddenly used their own pulpits for scathing
attacks on the Catholic candidate , while
from their presses rolled tons of anti-Catholic diatribe s. Fully convinced that not since
Al Smith had their country faced such a
showdown with Rom e, they reasoned and
remonstrated , debated and declaimed , using
their every resource to bar the election of
the young candidate who , to their dismay,
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seemed to be ga inin g strength dafly as
Nov emb er dr ew nea r.
J . Pow er Sand s did his share . Hi s youn g
ass istant listened restively to the torr ent s
of abus e dir ected at Catholic s in general
and this on e in particul ar which flowed
from th e pulpit of the church to which he
had given his allegiance . Though by t ra inin g
still som ewh at distr.ustful him self of Catholicism, John wond ered if ANYTHING could
be so subv ersive and patently evil and dangerou s as to dese rve th e calumny and
defam ation he was hea ring from th e lips of
a minist er of the gosp el of Chri st. So intolerabl e did th ese sermon s becom e to him
th at on two occ as ion s he feigned illness in
ord er to avoid attending the services and
then reviled him self for doing so . H e kn ew
not where to turn.
H e could no long er turn to Anthony , he
found. Something strang e had com e over
the good man who only a few weeks ago
had been his idol and confid ant. Th e preacher's accu sation s had app arently sha ken him ,
and , convinc ed so it see med th at he had
failed as an elder, he sat in patient if not
rapt attention whil e the preacher pour ed out
his venom . Hi s classes , John discov ered , had
lost th eir warmth , and a few curt refusals
to answer th e probing qu estion s of his college stud ent s had sudd enly put a stop to th e
discussion s which had onc e sparkl ed in his
classes. John found him much less appro achable th an befor e, though his eyes see med
to apologiz e for th e growing gap between
them. H e was becoming a man ap art , bent ,
it see med , on improving his image as an
elder. A s a warden for th e fa ith , his position
became mor e and mor e defensive . On on e
Sund ay, John thou ght he saw him actu ally
nod in assent to on e of th e preach er's rash er
statements ; and John was certain th at a few
minut es later, wh en the preacher called th~
Pop e th e Anti-Chri st, a smile cro ssed his
fac e-but wheth er out of amu sement at th e
ludicrousn ess of th e ch arge or out of consent to a way of thinking he had onc e
refus ed to condon e, John could never know.
By the tim e th e D emocratic candid ate
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had been elected th e thirty-fi fth Pr esident
of the Unit ed States, John Wa re had listened to about all the anti-C atholic vitup eration he could take, and he was rea dy to
look elsewhere for employm ent. But an
opportunity to furth er his educ ation at a
local univ ersity, along with the cessa tion of
mo st of the obj ection able sermon s ( at leas t
until th e next election ), made him determin ed to stick it out at Stonehenge for as
long as he could.
H e was by now stumbling throu gh a
mo rass of religiou s qu estioning . Hi s fund amentalist t ra inin g ran dee p, and his horizon s
were still too narrow for him to con sider
embracin g any religion but his prese nt on e.
His views of authorit y in religion were still
controll ed by his see mingly cong enital reverence for th e Bibl e as the fina l and only
revelation of God to man. But all th e same,
he was comin g to feel mor e and mor e th at
within th e church as he knew it now som ething was wrong , dea d wrong ; and th e fact
th at he could neither pinpoint th e troubl e
nor suggest an antidot e only dee pened his
frustr ation s. D espite his own lingering distru st of Catholici sm , he could not bring himself to believe that th e venomou s attacks on
th e last camp aign were right-morally
or
ethic ally. Mor eover, he felt a little emb arrassed th at , although he had not vot ed for
the C atholic , he now felt in som e ways
attr acted to him as Pr esident. Th e grace of
his youth , th e ardor of his idea lism, th e
attractiv eness of his family , th e crisp and
eloqu ent language of his television speeches
-th ese thing s made John doubt all th e
mor e th e charg es of his br ethr en. And listen
as he would , he could not determin e how
C atholici sm had affected his record as
President. If anythin g, thi s Catholic Pr esident had see med , so far at leas t, to tak e a
mor e un equivoc a l stand against federal aid
to priv ate ( and th erefor e religious ) school s
th an had his pr edecessor.
Thu s slowly did th e great wall of distru st
and igno ra nce crumbl e befor e him until he
found him self standing face to fac e with his
suppo sed adversary of old and loving him.
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The preacher , though silent from t'he pulpit took his war underground , seizing every
opportunity to remind his congregation
privat ely or in class to maintain their vigilance against Pop ery. He propagat ed his
messages in the form of tracts: "A Catholic
in the White Hous e," "T he Pope Takes
Over, " "Awak e Am er ica. " John , while trying
to disassociate himself from the preacher's
actions, continued to obs erve Anthony with
wondering grief. H e finally admitted to himself that as surely as he had moved from
suspicion toward understanding and from
distrust toward love so Anthony was moving inexorably toward a dark fear mixed
with hate. And in thi s miserabl e transformation John thought he saw what was wrong
after all.
6.
Knowing what h,e did and feeling as he
did John realized th at his days at Stonehenge were near an end, if not by his own
will then sooner or later by that of the
elders. Dis agreements with the preacher and
the elders, including Anthony , had resulted
in a still worse loss of communication between them , and his chances for any lasting
reconciliation with the leaders of the church
now seemed hopelessly slim. But he resolved
to make one last-ditch effort to compose
their differences. Even a temporary treaty
between them might make for better conditions under which to leave.
John decided that if they could not talk
sense within the confines of a church building then perh aps a quiet meal in a nice
restaurant would be conducive to understanding; and with this in mind he summoned enough courage one Sunday evening
to begin by inviting Anthony and the
preacher to join him for dinner at the Sunset Restaurant the following Friday evening.
When they both agreed, John felt encouraged, and the embers of an old friendship
glowed when Anthony responded with a
little smile to his reminder on the next Wednesday. The prospects were good , he
thought , for at least reducing the personal
tensions between them , even if they could
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not eliminate the basic differences.
Friday cam e. November 22 , 1963. Soon
after midday the word went out: the President had been shot while riding through the
stre ets of Dallas. Th e world waited until
the worst was known. Th e wound was fatal;
the President was dead.
For perhaps the first time in his life, John
Ware 's heart beat in unison with all the
living of his day : a Kansas housewife who
grabbed her child and broke her tears upon
his shoulder; a Mexican paisano who said
No , no es possible ; a French soldier who
lost composure, and a car eless teenager who
gained his for the first time; aged statesmen
who shook their heads and wondered why
the young must die; and the young who
wondered at their first realization of death.
Peopl e reached for telephones newspapers ,
nerve pills-anything
for communication ,
knowledge, release. But through it all, the
message continued to pound ruthlessly: the
President of the United States is dead.
Enemies and friends , foreigners and Americans , North and South , Black and Whiteall who knew the power and worth of a
single human life-all
mourned the dead
President.
Almost all. To a few who through narrow
bars viewed the world from their own dungeons of hate , even the most momentous
and human events filtered through as images
of impersonal remoteness. The corrosive
power of suspicion and malice , John discovered that day , is beyond comprehension ,
beyond understanding , and, he feared,
beyond hope.
Sick of heart but anxious for someone
to talk with , John left early for the restaurant and arrived at what seemed more like
a fun era l parlor than a dining room. Blank
faces watched him come through the door
and make his way toward a corner table.
A young waiter seated him and after filling
his glass with water broke the silence by
saying:
"Terrible, wasn't it?"
"Yes it was."
"Y'know, I never cared much for the man
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-h e was awful young to be Pr esident- but
thi s thin g, thi s nea rly killed me. You 'd think
l'd lost my broth er."
"I kno w what you mea n."
"You by your self toni ght?"
"No , I'm ex pecting two fri end s. I'll wait
until they get here to ord er. C heck with me
then."
"Yessir. l'll watch out for them."
Th e waiter turn ed away, stopp ed mom entarily, th en look ed over his should er to say:
"Ca n your rea lly believe thi s?"
"No I can't."
" Me neither." And he moved away
quickly.
For the next ten or fiftee n minut es John
found him self drumming nervou sly on th e
table with his fingern ails, tappin g his feet,
playing with his glasses- all the while tryin g
his best not to think , trying , if only for a
mom ent , to dismiss from his inind th e
o ppr ess ive rea lity of th at day. H e as ked the
waiter for a newspape r, was told th at th e
latest edition was all sold out but th at oth ers
would prob ably com e in later. Aft er anoth er
minut e alone, his reverie was sudd enly
brok en by a stra nge and chilling laugh- a
laugh , a simple littl e chuckl e th at on any
oth er evening would have been as natu ral
as a plate clanking in th e kitch en, but in
thi s angui shed qui et held all th e terror and
untim eliness of an Eth an B ra nd cacklin g
through th e blackn ess of night.
Th e laugh was Anthony 's . H e and th e
preach ed had ju st ent ered the restaurant ,
and not to be outdon e, th e preacher, who
rar ely expressed amusement at anythin g,
answered Anthon y with a ho arse guffaw
th at drew imm ediate stares of rebuk e from
onlook ers. Obli viou s to oth ers, th e two
spott ed John , waved profu sely, and started
tow ard his table.
John look ed around , as if for a mea ns of
escape, th en down at th e table in ord er to
avoid the eyes of the two men appro achin g
him . H e ra ised his eyes to see them flop
down in th e ch airs with uninhibit ed sighs,
much as on e might fall into an easy ch air
after a run around th e bloc k. After a bri ef
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exch ange of amemt1es, Anthony and th e
preac her continu ed their conv ersation about
so me hum orou s incident at a fun era l th e
preac her had co ndu cted rece ntly.
Slend er straw th at it was , John seized it
and trying despera tely by his expression to
change the mood of th e conversation he
said :
" f wond er if th e Pr esident's fun era l will
be televised ."
Anth ony and the preacher exch anged
loo ks of irrit ation. Th en the preacher
replied :
"Prob ably so . Tho se Ca tholic s will do
anythin g for a little prop aga nd a . Th ey control the television station s anyway, you
know ."
John gras ped and felt his bod y shiver.
But he persevered . "But after all, he WAS
the Pr esident of ou r- "
"H e was, but he's not now ," th e pr ea cher
cut in.
"Why do you put it th at way?" John tri ed
to rein in his emotion s.
"It mea ns th at we don 't have to put up
any longer with a Ca tholic in Th e Whit e
Hou se."
"You mea n th at you don 't feel- ? You
mea n th at th e assass ination , thi s atrocity
tod ay, you approv e- ?"
"No , you fooli sh youn g man. God 's Word
says 'Thou shalt not kill .' But th e Bibl e is
also full of dea th s which the Lord him self
instigated . I ju st happen to know that th e
Lord do es use agent s of darkn ess to accomplish his etern al purpo ses ."
Now beside him self with disbelieving
rage, John gra bb ed th e hand rests of his
ch air so hard his knuckl es whit ened . H e
mo ved him self tow ar d th e front edge of th e
sea t, look ed tow ard th e door , and th en fixed
his gaze int ently upon Anthony. H e had on e
grea t qu estion .
"You , Anthony . Do you- ? You don 't
feel th at way, too ? Not you!? "
Anthony avoid ed his eyes for a second ,
glanced bri efly at th e pr eacher, th en turn ed
full face to John. In a voice not quit e devoid
of kindn ess but still dir ect and sure, he said :
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"John , God works in a mysterious way
his wonders to perform . Who are we to
question His ways? "
·
John turned away so fast he felt a pain
shoot thorugh his neck. He stood up. His
time had come. Ignoring the preacher completely , he whirled toward Anthony , and his
voice was strangely shrill and distant:
"A fiend! He's made you a fiend! You
cried! I saw you cry over David and Absalom. 'O Absalom , my son my son! ' You
said it like your heart was breaking. And
now , NOW when our own President is
killed like a dog in the street , you talk about
the will of God-all
because you hate his
religion! "
"John , stop this- "
"Religion! You'v e got no religion , not if
it comes to this! "
"John , will you please-?'
"Do you know what this means , Anthony? It means you 're no longer a man.
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You 've cut yourself off from humanity and
human feeling in the name of religion.
You 've turned to stone , to a pillar of salt!"
John continued frantically as he spotted
the manager of the restaurant headed toward
their table.
"The President is not the only one who 's
dead , Anthony. You're dead. You died
when you convinced yourself that respect
was worth more than honesty , that dogma
means more than human life, or love, or
friendship , or-"
"Manager , will you please take this young
man away? "
But John was already headed toward the
door , and before anyone could move he was
out in the open air. Though racked by grief
and fury , he was already experiencing a
strange sensation of excitement and relief.
He turned back to the door , pushed it closed
until it clicked , and then started off down
the street. He did not look back.
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The board of MISSION trustees are pleased to announce that Roy Bowen Ward of Oxford , Ohio , will serve as the first MISSION editor and Ray F. Chester of Austin, Texas ,
will serve as managing editor. The term of office is for one year and is renewable.
Ward and Chester were elected to these positions at the annual board meeting held
June 21 , 22 , at the Baker Hotel in Dallas , Texas. These new duties will commence
with the September issue of MISSION.
Roy Bowen Ward is an Assistant Professor of Religion at Miami University , Oxford ,
Ohio . He is originally from St. Augustine , Florida. He attended David Lipscomb and
Abilene Christian Colleges. He holds the S.T.B. and Th.D. degrees from Harvard
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have four children. Ray has been a member of the editorial board for the first year
and continues in that position.
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The Case for the Living God

As editor of Christianity Today since its
founding twelve years ago , Dr. Carl F . H.
Henry has become one of America 's best
known writer-lecturer-theologians
and a
leading spokesman for evangelical Christians. This summer Dr. Henry relinquishes
his editorship for what he considers "fuller
involvement at the frontiers of the current
theology crisis. " Beginning in September he
will spend a year at Cambridge University ,
England , engaged in research and writing
with what he considers Christendom 's
most critical problem , " modern visibility for
the living God. "
Author of sixteen books and literally
hundreds of articles and editorials , Dr.
Henry received his Doctor of Theology
degree from Northern Baptist Theological
Seminary in 1942 and the Doctor of Philosophy from Boston University. Dr. Henry
rises daily at 6 a.m. and an hour later begins
work in his Washington editorial office overlooking the U.S . Treasury Department and
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The White House grounds. Carl H. Stem
met him there at seven o'clock one spring
morning for the following interview.
STEM: Dr. Henry , you will be leaving
the editorship of Christianity Today soon to
devote more time to what you call "the
current crisis in theology. " What is the
nature of this crisis?
HENRY: Well , the theological crisis
today stems from a loss of divine authority
in the life of the church itself , not simply
from a secular temper in the life of the
world , which has never been distinguished
for its acceptance and recognition of the
authority of God. In part , the crisis is indeed
due to features that are peculiar to twentieth
century life, particularly the belief that
science and technology can solve all man 's
problems . This tends to reduce to irrelevance
faith in the supernatural and in the superscientific so far as the central concerns of
contemporary culture and thought are concerned . But long range , the problem is
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related to man's revo lt aga inst God and his
divin e authority over hum an affa irs. H enc e
th e mod ern crisis i impl y a ra tionaliza tio n
of man
revo lt expre sed in a peculiarly
curr ent or contemporary way .
STEM: Why do you attribut e th e loss of
divine authorit y in the chur ch itse lf to th e
state of our society and cultur e today?
HENRY: Ever since th e Enlightenment
and rise of mod ern philo so phy , th e world
has mor e and mor e r gistered its theo ries
on th e outlook of th e church until at last its
influence is reg istered as dee ply and effectively as th at of th e church upon th e life and
thought of th e world. Therefore we see th e
minimi zing of th e distinction betwee n church
and world o fa r as institution al Christianity is concerned. The ea rly mod ern
philosophers were all churchmen of a sort.
D escartes was a Rom an Catholic, but he
replaced biblic al th eism by philo so phic al
th eism . Kant was brought up in a pietistic
Prot estant hom e, yet he evolv ed a th eory
of religion th at is devas tating to evangelica l
Christianity. H ege l pr e urned to speak as a
Christian, yet his panth eistic view destroy ed
th e very hea rt of revealed religion in th e
Christian und erst anding . Th e consequences
for Christianity were devastating . Many of
th e int ellectual s in the churches, instea d of
confronting th e world in terms of th e vitalities of revea led religion , allowed th ese
mod ern pr ejudic es to res hap e and restructur e wh at Christianity i suppo sed to believe
and to say.
STEM : I am still at a loss to und erst and
why tho se who accept th e Christian fa ith
would rea ch out to att empt to bring into
th e faith what is in a rea l sense anti-Chri stian.
HENRY : The Jud eo-C hri stian mov ement
has a lways bee n a remn ant specially related
to th e livin g God in view of Hi s uniqu e
redemptiv e ac ts and spe cial reve lation. It
ex ists in th e world to witness to th e livin g
God and to th e redemptiv e gift of Hi s Son ,
promi sed in th e Old T e tament and fulfill ed
in Jesus Christ . Now, believe rs mu st always
addr ess th e wo rld in a given cultural mili eu ,
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and th e unreg enera te world is always under
the influ enc e of ali n ideas and in th e serv ice
o f fa ! c gods. In elabor atin g th e content of
revealed religion to those who are shaped
by th e ideas of th e tim e, th ere is always th e
risk of formulating th e Chri tian altern ative
in a way th at borrows too much from contempo ra ry and alien views of rea lity and
life. C hri stianity mu st ind eed spea k to th e
questions th at arc specia lly ra ised by th e
mind of eac h age or it do es n't speak to th at
age . But it mu st sp ak its OWN message or
it has nothin g di stinctiv e to offer.
STEM : Would you put the current dea thof-God theologian amon g tho se who have
bee n ove rly influenced by the cultural mili eu
of th e d ay?
HENRY : That depend s upon which
death-of-God th eo logians we have in mind.
Som e mea n by th e dea th of God ( tak e Bonho effe r in his L ette rs fr om Prison or G abri el
V ahanian in his writings , as I und ers tand
these men ) th at God is dea d as a modern
cultural ph enom enon , th at H e is dea d in the
ex perience of contemporary
man . And ,
ind eed , for mod ern sec ular man all the
import ant decision in life- wh eth er in politics or economic s or science or th e arts-are
m ade only in term s of subj ective personal
con sidera tion s, and the rea lity and will of
God are ex tran eou s and di spensable items.
We can ag ree th at God do es not count for
much in mod ern man's ex istential involv ement. But other dea th-of-God theorists , particularly Altiz er, int end by th e dea th-of-God
nothin g less th an th e dea th of God as a
tran scend ent religiou s being . Thu s Altizer
conforms Christianity and biblic al th eology
wholly to thi s contemporary cultural spirit.
Th e dea th-of-God option is a pa ssing
fad in cont empo ra ry th eo logy . But wid e
publicity was given thi s view through ecumenic al di alogu e and discu ssion s, and an
eccles iastic al welcome was ex tend ed to its
parti sa ns. In stitution al Christianity garnered
attention for th e dea th-of-God view, whil e
unfortun ately it neg lected th e evangelical
Christian altern ative as th e only viable
option for th eo logy tod ay. Its th eologic al
MISSION

vagrancy has the effect of deme aning evangelical Christianity to simply one among
many points of view of interest -and s'ignificance for the twentieth century church.
STEM: But do you think that death-ofGod theology even though it has had such
wid e publicity , has had an impact on th e
beliefs of the wid e spectrum of Christians?
HENRY: No. It has simply provided
another specious appeal for those who are
in revolt against the living God , giving them
a further rationalization of their revolt. The
fact is it doesn 't chang e th e theological realities one bit. But when theologians in the
church , teaching on seminary faculties, supported by gifts of the churches , propound
th e thesis that God is dea d , it weakens
whatever case th e church is making for
Christ as the indiseensable option in the
life of man.
STEM: That involves non-Christians. Do
you think the death-of-God
theologians
increased the falling away from the authority of the Scriptur es within the church?
HENRY: Statistically that is impossible
to guage, of course. But it would seem to
me that in terms of mood and mentality the
death-of-God theologians have deepened the
sense of theological confusion within the
ecclesiastical milieu. Th ey have reinforced
the lamentable notion that one 's religious
beliefs are merely a private and subjective
option and that no universally valid religious
claim confronts human beings.
STEM: This leads me to a question I
always have in the back of my mind when
I talk with theologians or about th eology.
Just how important to the vast laity of th e
church is theology?
HENRY: Regrettably , theology is far less
an explicit concern of th e laity today th an
it ought to be and th an it has been in some
ages. In the Prot estant Reformation , for
example, not a few laym en kn w mor e about
theology than many of the clergy today. It
is interesting that th e lea ders of the Reformation were all univer ity-trained men . University training in those days included
significant training in theology; whereas
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tod ay people leave college theologically
ignorant . At th e same time , every modern
man has a theology-even
the person who
thinks theology is quite dispensable. But the
theology many people have today , even in
the churches , tends to be shabby and shoddy
and lacking in coherence and in scriptural
validation. Many people think that theology
is an enigmatic speculative luxury to be
indulged in only by ivory tower professionals. Christian theology , though , spells
out the case for th e reality and nature of
God in a coher ent way. A Christian who
does not have a coherent theology cannot
give an effective reas on for the hope that
is within him in dialogue at the frontiers
of contemporary thought or in intellectually
literate and learn ed circles .
STEM: Not only in literate and learned
circles but with his next door neighbor. The
lack of good theology means that the vast
majority of Christians today are in a large
sense inarticulate .
HENRY: The problem of the next door
neighbor becomes both more simple and
more complex . What first impressed Augustine-perhaps
the greatest of all Christian
philosophers-about
Christianity was not
some philosophical argument but the spontaneous joy of the first believers he met.
And l suppose a joyless Christian without
the vitalities of revealed and redemptive
religion will be unable to reach his neighbor
even with extensive
logical argument,
although a systematic theology can at least
undermine the neighbor's specious rationalizations of his unbelief by chipping away
the illogic ality of arguments supporting his
revolt against God.
STEM: What is the first step toward
making God more real in corporate church
life? How can we work against secularization in the church?
HENRY: The prior question is: What
does the living God seek in the redemption
of lost sinners? When I put this question to
Christians today-university
students, seminarians , and laymen , [ get a variety of
answers, among them that we should evan-
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gelize the earth , get socially engaged for a
better society , and so on ad infinitun i. However important is the urgency of world
evangelism and the witness of Christianity
in the public arena , our generation of Christians needs first and foremost to understand
that in the rescue of lost and doomed
sinners God seeks their restoration to fellowship with the living Creator and Judge of
the universe and to personal holiness. What
God has in view for each of the redeemed
is personal conformity to the image of Jesus
Christ. Even a church that remains faithful
to the task of world evangelism and concerned for the impact of Christianity on
public life in terms of God's revealed criteria of social justice can nonetheless so
neglect the vitalities of personal religion as
to think of the significance of God's redemptive work only in relationship to other
people , while sacrificing the critically important issue of personal renewal. If we
are going to speak about evangelical impact
in the twentieth century world , it will come
first and foremost through a discovery of
what it means to be God's men and women
and , in and through this , what it means
to be responsibly related to the world in
which God has stationed us.
STEM: Turning to the problems of ecumenism in the church in this country , you
have been instrumental recently in bringing
together on an ad hoc basic representatives
from evangelical Christian groups. What is
the goal of this effort?
HENRY: It is increasingly clear that institutional Christianity is not effectively reflecting the vitalities of revealed religion in
the world. The organized church often seems
to be preoccupied with socio-political objectives, formulated frequently in terms of
highly specific political , legislative, and economic goals, while it neglects the responsibility of world evangelism and the priorities
of an evengelical theology. I am pleading
for evangelicals bound by the authority of
Scripture and the claim of the crucified and
risen Lord to band together , irrespective of
their ecumenical alignments or non-align-
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ments , to do together what they cannot do
separately in a time of desperate world confusion and need.
STEM: What forms do you see this cooperation taking?
HENRY: The question of forms and
structures is a very interesting one and , as
you know , in considerable debate today. It
seems to me that contemporary Christianity
is highly overstructured. The attempt to
overcome denominational structures through
world ecumenical agencies seems to substitute a high-powered structure for more disparate varieties. I think structure is not the
primary concern; it is superficial to regard
organization or union as the answer to every
affliction confronting the church. If we get
on with what Christ wants us to do, we will
soon discover in the course of obedience
what structures best help us to implement
obedience and what structures are obstacles
to obedience. Structures that impede fulfillment of the Great Commission ought to
be avoided and discarded. Structures which
enable us to fulfil~. our obedience to the will
of Christ ought to be explored further.
STEM: Then you plan to be totally flexible?
HENRY: I am not interested in projecting new denominations or superdenominations. I am interested in fulfilling Christ's
Great Commission. Certainly the New
Testament indicates that not all structures
are dispensable. The pastoral epistles indicate some structures that have permanent
validity to the life of the church. We need
to go back and explore the New Testament
once again and let it judge what are the
necessities and dispensabilities for contemporary Christian life. But the one thing that
is not dispensable is the reality of Christ in
every individual life, the necessity of getting
on with the proclamation of the Gospel to
a lost and doomed world , and the publication to all nations and to society in general
the standards , the revealed criteria, the commandments whereby God himself will judge
the world.
STEM: Do you have anything to say
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about such a group as the Churches of
Christ-what
kind of role they might have
in this unified thrust by evangelicals which
you have in mind?
HENRY: I think all of us who share the
great beliefs of Christianity and the New
Testament spiritual realities should reach
out today to a world that is a stranger to
these beliefs and • realities. The population
explosion reduces the Christian remnant to

NEW
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an ever diminishing minority. By doing
together what we cannot do in isolation and
giving a Chriti an witness that would otherwise be lost upon the modern world , we can
gain new visibility and publicity for the
gospel of Christ. The modern world needs
nothing more desperately than the presentation of the option of the living God and His
revealed will for every last member of the
human race.

OFFICERS

New officers for Mission Journal , Inc . were elected at the June board meeting in Dallas. M. I. Summerlin , of Port Arthur , Texas , and an elder of the Procter Street church ,
was elected president of the board. He succeeds David Stewart of Austin , Texas , who
is the newly elected Vice-President. Thomas H. Olbricht of Abilene , Texas , was reelected Secretary - Treasurer. For the past year he has served as Managing Editor .
Olbricht was also elected to the newly created position of Business Manager. In this
position he will also be concerned with circulation. Dorothy J. Olbricht serves in the
capacity of subscription secretary.
Five new members were elected to the Board of Trustees , making the total now
twenty. The new board members are Hal Curry of Dallas , Texas; Andrew J. Hairston
of Atlanta , Georgia; Jack Mackey of Amarillo , Texas; Roy Osborn e of Oakland , California , and Carl H. Stem of Washington , D.C. Curry is Vice President of the Christain College of the Southwest in Dallas. Hairston is minister of the Simpson Street
church in Atlanta. He has also preached at congregations in Waco and Fort Worth ,
Texas '. Jack Mackey works with the Southside congregation in Amarillo , and directs
Church Loans and Investments Trust. Osborne is minister of the church at San Leandro , California. He has also served congregations in Denver , Colorado; San Antonio ,
Texas ; Centralia , Illinois , and San Francisco. Stem is a special assistant to the Federal
Reserve Board Chief Advisor for International Economic Affairs in Washington , D.C.
The terms of three members of the board expired and they were elected for another
four year term. These were Frank Pack , Donald R. Sime, and Roy Bowen Ward.
The members of the editorial board consisting of Walter E. Burch , Ray F. Chester ,
Hubert G. Locke , Thomas H. Olbricht , Frank Pack , J. W. Roberts , and Roy Bowen
Ward were reelected for another year.
Everett Ferguson , a member of the Board , will spend next year in London where
he and his wife, Nancy , will be involved in the English Wembley congregation. He
will teach church history , Greek and Biblical interpretation in the Wembley Training
Programme.
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WALDEN

REVISITED

The Morality of Civil Disobedience
ROLFE

JOHNSON

Since the American Revolution, spawned
among other things by civil disregard of the
British Stamp Tax, perhaps no controversy
has so pointedly focused upon the disparities between human law and divine justice
in this country as has the civil rights movement and in particular the century-old struggle for racial equality. Displaying placards
announcing "Legality is n0t Morality," civil
rights proponents have employed the same
techniques of dissent which have historically
been effective in this country for other
minority causes such as the farm, labor ,
and passivist movements.
THE ROLE OF DISSENT
IN THE RULE OF THE LAW
As late as 1913, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Holmes, a disciple of Hobbes, extolled
the sanctity and supremacy of law in his
philosophy of "legal positivism." The need
for social order and discipline was for him
more compelling than ad hoc adjustments of
inequities in the system of laws. With the

demise of the Third Reich and the knowledge of Nazi atrocities committed in the
name of obedience to civil authority, the
world sought to apply a new standard which
clearly impeached the sanctity of law and
order. Justice Jackson , representing the
U.S. Supreme Court at Nuremberg, based
convictions of the defendants upon their
failure to adhere to a superior obligation
rather than the dictates of a demented sovereign.
Mere knowledge of crime without the
power to interfere carries no moral or
legal condemnation. But , knowledge of
crime and participation in the system
which makes that crime possible dissipates the concept of unblemished innocence.
,:, * *
Amid her sorrow and wreckage, Germany has learned her lesson never to
trust again those who would lead her to
felicity over the corpses of decency, dig-

Rolfe Johnson is an attorney with Butler, Binion, Rice, Cook & Knapp and is Youth Director at the
Garden Oaks Church of Christ, Houston, Texas.
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nity, justice and equality between man
and man.
The message of Nuremberg was one which
had Jong been preached in America 's literature as portrayed in Herman Melvil1e's
Bill y Budd or more forcefully by Henry
David Thoreau:
Unjust laws exist: shaJl we be content to
obey them , or shall we endeavor to amend
them , and obey them until we have succeeded , or shall we transgress them at
once?
If the injustice is part of the necessary
friction of the machine of government ,
Jet it go, let it go: perchance it will wear
smooth-certainly
the machine will wear
out ... but if it is of such a nature that
it requires you to be the agent of injustice to another , then , I say, break the
law; let your life be a counter-friction to
stop the machine. What I have to do is
to see, at any rate , that I do not lend
myself to the wrong which I condemn.
Under a government which imprisons any
unjustly , the true place for a just man is
also a prison. 1
Hoping to capture the fervor of a revival
of the fundamental or "natural law" philosophy , American Civil Rights leaders such
as Dr. Martin Luther King , Roy Wilkins
and others , sought to e x p e d i t e the
advent of racial equality and suffrage and
eliminate racial oppression as promised to
the Negro for nearly a century. They soon
learned that legal positivism was not entirely dead-justice
was for Jews in Germany , not Negroes in America. Extralegal
maneuvers such as restaurant sit-ins , bus
boycotts , and marches were resorted to , and
attention was aroused and momentum accumulated for eventual passage of partially
remedial legislation. The complexity of the
legislative process has caused the courts ,
especially the U.S. Suprem e Court to apply
generously natural law philosophy on an ad
ho c basis to correct manifest injustices in
the seam of the cloak of law and order. In
fact , most jurists now view the non-violent
act of civil disobedienc e as a necessary exAUGUST
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pedient to effect import ant social and moral
change:
The United State s of America was
founded in rebellion. Scarcely a century
ago our national unity was threatened by
civil war. From the Boston Tea Party to
suffragettes and freedom riders, dissenters
have been a feature of the American
scene. Dissent has cost us dearly, but it
has also enlarged our freedom and multiplied its fruits. Yet grievous injustices
persist in our society , and important possibilities of human dignity and fulfillment
remain unrealized. In so saying, we acknowledge that the law and the present
social order are not seamless garments of
right , but must be judged and altered in
the light of moral standards external to
the law. To reduce the present disparity
between our ideals and our actual condition , we should once again draw upon
our tradition of dissent. We should enlarge the role of civil disobedience and
enhance its effectiveness for constructive
change. To do so, we will require a fuller
understanding than we have had of the
requirements of responsible civil disobedience and of the conditions that can
make its practice morally obligatory. 2
More recently , the Solicitor General of the
United States applauded the non-violent
form of civil disobedience championed by
Martin Luther King that sought to suppress
" injustices that were perpetrated under the
banner of law." Erwin Griswold further
predicts:
Our nation will point with pride not only
to the courage of those who risked punishment in order to challenge injustice ,
but also the morality of their actions in
scrupulously avoiding violence . . .
Still, the Solicitor General agrees,
One who contemplates civil disobedience
out of moral conviction should not be surprised and must not be bitter if a criminal conviction ensues. And he must
accept the fact that organized society
cannot endure on any other basis. His
hope is that he may aid in getting the
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law changed. But if he does not succeed
in that, he cannot complain if the law is
applied to him. 3
•
LAW AND JUSTICE CONTRASTED
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
In the context of a society in which civil
disobedience is viewed as an acceptable
( though less desirable) alternative to correct social, moral, and economic injustices,
the Christian can play an especially effective and unique role , for it is the disciple
of Christ who should be most vividly aware
of the frequent disparity between law and
justice. The hand of Jehovah was effective
in leading a rebellion of the Israelites to
escape the oppressive rule of Egyptian authorities. Incarnate in the carpenter's son,
God again sought to free humanity from
the warped rule of human law. Christ's very
birth was demonstrative of the conflict between God's righteousness and man's law
as Jesus was whisked away to Egypt to evade
Herod's edict calling for slaughter of male
children.
Recalling language from the prophet
Isaiah, the Lord succinctly stated his reason
for being:
The spirit of the Lord is upon me because
he has anointed me;
He has sent me to announce good news
to the poor,
To proclaim release for prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind ;
To let the broken victims go free,
To proclaim the year of the Lord's favour. (Luke 4: 18-19)
He taught the legalistic Pharisees and legislators that obedience to the law was not a
substitute for justice:
. . . hypocrites! You pay tithes of mint
and dill and cummin; but you have overlooked the weightier demands of the Law,
justice, mercy, and good faith . . .
(Matthew 23: 23)
The writings of Paul are saturated with the
refreshing news that obedience to law is
surpassed by conformity to love, justice, and
characteristics which cannot be · legislated
( Galatians 5: 22-23). Above all, the fol24 [56)

lower of Christ is enjoined to submit to the
will of God , which is not grievous or unjust. There is no guarantee that civil ordinances enjoy the same allegience.
Loyalty to civil authority is certainly expected of the Christian when compatible
with the Christian ethic ,4 and it is clear that
violent opposition to oppressive governmental authority was discouraged by Christ. It
is equally clear , however , that non-violent
civil disobedience was encouraged and practiced by Christ and first century disciples.
THE BIBLICAL PRECEDENT
OF DISOBEDIENT DISSENT
The same Paul who adjured slaves to be
faithful in their servitude 5 and cautioned
masters to be compassionate 6 also encouraged emancipation , insisting that "if a
chance of liberty should come , take it" (I
Corinthians 7: 21). More significantly, rather
than desist from his ministry , Paul challenged the authority of local officials and
the justice of their demands by enduring
imprisonment and asserting his manifest
right of appeal to Caesar.
The same Peter who admonished his disciples to give due respect to the governmental powers, together with his companion
John , defied an explicit court injunction:
"Is it right in God's eyes for us to obey you
rather than God? Judge for yourselves. We
cannot possibly give up speaking of things
we have seen and heard" (Acts 4: 19-20).
Even Christ, who pronounced a blessing
upon the peacemakers and refused to permit
his disciples to bear arms against his captors , defiantly subordinated well-entrenched
Jewish law sanctifying the Sabbath in order
to gather grain for his hungry disciples and
heal the handicapped ( Matthew 12: 1-14).
Ironically , these very acts of civil disobedience precipitated his martyrdom.
Moreover , the establishment of Christianity was in its very essence an extralegal
displacement of cherished civil legal practices. The radical departure from accepted
processes for effecting lawful change has nowhere been more dramaticaJly demonstrated
than by Christ's non-violent march into the
MISSION

city of Jerusalem with throngs of followers
announcing the advent of a new kingdom
whose reign would supercede human 9rdinance. In describing these acts ·of Christ ,
Matthew drew upon prophetic anticipation
of a kingdom, not of Jaws, but of justice:
. . . he will proclaim judgment among
the nations. He will not strive, he will
not shout, nor will his voice be heard in
the streets. He will not snap off the
broken reed, nor snuff out the smouldering wick, until he leads justice on to victory" (Matthew 12: 18-21).
Paul later put it:
He has cancelled the bond which pledged
us to the decrees of the law" ( Colossians
2: 15).
Or echoed by James:
Mercy triumphs over judgment (James
2: 13).
DISSENT: A SELFLESS
EXPRESSION OF LOVE
The precedent for the Christian 's involvement in acts of civil disobedience is clear ,
but the appropriateness or propriety in a
particular instance is far more difficult to
ascertain. Nevertheless, certain principles
seem to emerge from the first century experience where the call of divine principle
finds itself in tension with the requirements
of civil authority.
1. The pervading motivation of any action or omission must be that of selfless love
born of reverence for God's will and concern and compassion for others. The problem may be seen as a matter of prioritieswhether the law is for man or man for the
law, whether life and mercy are to be sacrificed at the expense of obedience (Mark
2:23-3:6).
2. The purpose of civil disobedience
must, then, be to protest , call attention to,
and eventually correct a course bf conduct
clearly proscribed by God or to promote
some clearly defined principle having priority.
3. Whatever action is to be taken should ,
moreover, be reasonably expected to lead
effectively to the announced purpose. Any
AUGUST
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act, for example , which ;-s more likely to
provoke animosity and hatred and to solidify opposition to the cause should be
avoided.
4. It would seem to follow, further , that
proper regard for constituted authority
would require a limitation on civil disobedience to those instances in which it appears to be the only effective means of
achieving the desired goal.
5. Finally , the disobedient must be willing to accept the consequences of his conduct , whether it be fine, or imprisonment ,
or merely the criticism of his conduct by
others , even as did Christ , Paul , and other
early disciples for failing to adhere to the
commands of constituted authority.
Adherence to these principles has not
characterized recent instances of evasion of
law, rebellion, and riot , which have in the
judgment of many done much to reverse
the momentum toward civil liberties , not to
mention the senseless loss and injury to
human life and the waste of resources. On
the other hand , the earlier activities of nonviolent civil rights groups did much to
"arouse the moral conscience of the nation."
These activities led effectively and purposefully to a recognition of the brotherhood of
man in Christ. However, it is not the function of this treatise to suggest instances of
civil disobedience in which Christians are
morally obliged to engage. Rather, the
thesis is to suggest that Christian morality
permits, and may sometimes demand, opposition to established ordinance in fulfillment of the purpose and challenge to which
the Christian has been called. The response
may require no more than cautiously running a red light in order to seek emergency
medical treatment for an injured person. Or
the response may pattern that of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, who saw the Christian Ethic as
requiring not merely escape, but open opposition to Nazi atrocities at the cost of his
own life. The commitment and involvement
exemplified by Christ's incarnation and
identity with his disciples require more than
shaking hands before and after worship
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services.
The identity of Brother · Wendie Scott
with the protests of members of his congregation in McAllen represents a recent
example of meaningful and principled response to the call of Christian ministry. If
James could pen his protest of unjust
wages , surely a twentieth century Christian
can express the same message in peaceful
parade:
The wages you never paid to the men
who mowed your fields are loud against
you, and the outcry of the reapers has
reached the ears of the Lord of Hosts
(James 5 :4) .
The fruit of the Rio Grande Valley farm
workers' march was revealed in the Texas
gubernatorial race , in which relief for the
workers was engrafted into the platform of
each candidate.
A preacher who finds no scriptural im-

pediment in organized oppos1t1on to communism , liquor-by-the-drink legislation , and
pari-mutuel betting should have little theological difficulty in supporting civil disobedience as an acceptable means to promote
spiritual principles in the absence of acceptable effective alternatives.
Man 's idealistic promises of justic e will
probably never be effected in his social
order. It is only in and through the Kingdom
of God as manifested in the responsive lives
of Christians that the justice of God can be
made available:
They promise them freedom , but are
themselves slaves of corruption; for a man
is the slave of whatever has mastered
him . . . But we have his promise , and
look forward to new heavens and a new
earth , the home of justice " (II Peter
2:19 ; 3:13) .

1
Thoreau "Civil Disobedience," in Wald en and Other Wr itings of Henry David Thoreau 635 , 647-48.
: Morri s Keeton , "Th e Moralit y of Civil Disobedience," Texas La w Review 43 ( 1965) 507. Dr.
Keeton is Dean of th e F acult y, Antioch College . In hi s articl e, which was delivered as a lectur e in
th e Univ ersity of Texas Law School series, "Law and th e Fr ee Society," De cember 11, 1964 , Dr.
Keeton documents th e accept ed tradition of non-v iolent civil disobedience as a recogniz ed mean s of
effecting economic and social chang e in America.
3
Erwin Griswold , form erly Dean of th e Harvard Univ ersity Law School , in a speech at Tulan e Law
School in the spring 1968.
4
Roman s 13: 1-10 ; I Peter 2: 11-15 ; Titu s 3: 1.
5
Titus 2:9; Colossians 3:22-25 ; Eph esian s 6 :5; I Corinthi ans 7: 17.
6
Colossian s 4: l ; Ephesians 6:9.

BOUND

VOLUME

The first year , twt:lve issues of MISSION are now available in an attractive bound volume. They may be purchased at the cost of $7 per volume. A complete set of back
copies for the first year sells for $6 unbound. These are also available for those interested. The volume is bound with a gr~ined green encyclopedia type cover. Purchase
order may be sent to Box 2822 , Abilene, Texas 79601.
The bound volumes may have various uses. Order them for church libraries , city
libraries , college libraries or hospital libraries. They will also make an excellent Christmas gift. This is an opportunity to do your Christmas shopping early.
When you send in your order why not also renew at present rates or include a subscription for a friend.
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REVIEW

Christ and Contemporary Literature

Contemporary Writers in Christian Perspective. Roderick Jellema , general editor. William B. Eerdmans , 1967.

The need of the church for a kind of dialogue with the world in which it lives and
works and which it hopes to save is apparent to thoughtful , informed Christians. Contemporary literature-poetry ,_drama , and the novel-provides such Christians an index
to current theological , philosophical , moral , aesthetic , and even political issues. The
serious literature of the twentieth century is concerned with values, albeit there is emphasis on man's frustrations, his neuroses , his lack of tragic dignity and purpose for his
life. The best writers , though , are often men of both literary and theological insights;
therefore , what they say about the human condition in our time has relevance to the
practice of Christianity in the contemporary world.
Contemporary Writers in Christian Perspective is a continuing series of forty-eight
page booklets , published , according to the editor , "in an effort to provide readers with
a better understanding of a given writer's work as seen in Christian perspective , a better
understanding of Christianity because it has been significantly related to the writer's
vision, and a better understanding of human existence because of the interplay between
these two." Using Christianity as a point of reference does not, however , compromise
the form and content of the booklets , which are specifically oriented to literary criticism. Several studies , priced at eighty-five cents each , are now available , including
Peter DeVries, T. S. Eliot, F. Scott Fitzgerald , William Golding, Graham Greene, Ernest Hemingway, Flannery O'Connor, J. D. Salinger, Edith Sitwell, and Charles Williams.
An outstanding example of the series is T. S. Eliot: A Critical Essay by Neville
Braybrooke. The booklet begins with a brief essay about the nature and appeal of Eliot
as a poet , such as his practice of using surprise endings to kick expected platitudes into life, as in the famous "I have measured out my life with coffee spoons. " Eliot 's genius, Braybrooke points out , ranged from his ability to make up colorful , suggestive
names , to his felicitous sounds and rhythms that delight little children , to his power
"to signify the exultation , the boredom and the despair of a complete generation."
The major parts of the book includes chapters on Eliot's biography , the poems, the
plays, and his literary criticism. There are also a short concluding statement and an
excellent selected bibliography.
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Eliot's serious poetry is a kind of spiritual autobiography and therefor e would probably hold the most interest for the Christi a n reader. Braybrook e's thesis seems to be
that in spite of his well-known Anglo-C atholici sm, Eliot did not offer solutions to the
human dilemm a or have any programs for faith and action. Inst ead, what Eliot did was
to raise questions , universal matters that transcend time and circumstance. For instanc e,
Eliot rejected the stock idea that his most famous poem , The Waste Land (1922) ,
represented the disillusionment of the post World War I generation. Th e well-known
broken images of this great poem did not to him necessarily mean a separation from
faith , because for Eliot doubts and uncertainties were themselves varieti es of belief.
What The Waste Land does , Braybrooke shows , is to pictur e the mind of man tormented by the problems and the possibility of eternity-a range of ideas going far beyond the difficulties and disillusionments of any particular people or era.
Further , Braybrooke sees in Eliot's other religious poems , as The Hollow Men , A sh
Wednesda y, and The Four Quartets , the fragmentary nature of man 's knowledge and
the limitations that surround all earthly achievement. The Hollow Men ( 1925) was
written in a period of spiritual aridity for Eliot; as Braybrooke says, "the waste land "
had become "the dead land. " But the end of the poem gives some hint of the redemptive message of Ash Wednesday , which appeared five years later. Both A sh Wednesday
and The Four Quartets carry affirmations of faith , but they also show that after the
first ecstasy of faith there remains the piecing together of religious concepts , practices ,
and dogma that make up the fabric of a spiritual life. We are human, and so there must
be something fragmentary about even our striving for sainthood. Similarly , Eliot's plays ,
Braybrooke points out, have as one of their main themes "the making of a saint and
the temptations on the way ."
Braybrooke's treatment of Eliot's spiritual growth and ideas seems typical of the
handling of religious concepts throughout this series of contemporary writers. Readers
of MISSION, I think , may enjoy In Search of Contemporary Man by Kenneth Hamilton,
the booklet which launches the series. Significant also are J. D. Salinger, also by Kenneth Hamilton, and William Golding by Paul Elmen.
-Zelma Odle
Zelma Odl e is Prnfe ssor of En glish at Abilene Chri stian College.

ORACLES

OF A NONPROPHET

This apocryphal piece ha s recentl y come to the att ention of th e editor s.

Thus says the L9rd:
For three transgressions of the Roman Catholics
and for four , I will not revoke the punishment;
because they have chosen for themselves a Pope ,
a Vicar of Christ whose number is known.
So I will send a fire upon the successors of Peter
and it shall devour the strongholds of the Vatican.
Thus says the Lord:
For three transgressions of the Presbyterians
and for four , I will not revoke the punishment;
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because they have confessed Predestination
whereby men are saved and' damned in advance.
So I will send a fire upon the descendants of Calvin
and it shall devour the strongholds of Geneva.
Thus says the Lord:
For three transgressions of the Lutherans
and for four , I will not revoke the punishment;
because they gave themselves wholly to faith only
and did not remember works also.
So I will send a fire upon the followers of Luther
and it shall devour the strongholds of Wittenberg.
Thus says the Lord:
For three transgressions of the Southern Baptists
and for four , I will not revoke the punishment;
because they immerse, but for the wrong reason ,
they baptize because of the remission of sins.
So I will send a fire upon the heirs of Roger Williams
and it shall devour the strongholds of Nashville.
Thus says the Lord:
For three transgressions of the Disciples of Christ
and for four , I will not revoke the punishment;
because they sing with flutes and lyres and organs
and make strange noises unto the Lord.
So I will send a fire upon the prodigal sons of Campbell
and it shall devour the strongholds of Bethany.
Thus says the Lord:
For three transgressions of the Churches of Christ
and for four , I will not revoke the punishmel].t;
because they sell the inner city for suburban sanctuaries
and the ghetto for heated baptistries and soft lights;
they that trample the head of the indigents and immigrants
and turn aside the way of the addicts and alcoholics.
*
*
Hear the word that the Lord has spoken against you, 0 Churches of Christ:
You only have I known of all the churches of the earth;
therefore, I will punish you for all your iniquities.
*
Woe to us who sit on padden pews
and relax ourselves on theatre-seats;
Who sing spiritual ditties without the sound of the harp
and unlike David , do not invent for ourselves instruments of music;
Who drink Welch 's grape juice in individual cups
and anoint ourselves with the finest of cosmetics;
But are not grieved over the ruin of our people!
Therefore , we shall now be the first to go into exile,
and the revelry of those who are relaxed shall pass away.
-Pseudo-Amos
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FORUM

"GRACE"-OLD

AND NEW

Dear Editors:
The April number on the subject of grace
was a welcome and refreshing edition. A
deep study of grace and the biblical words
associated with it promises the Christian an
enlightening and rewarding spiritual experience.
I should like to add several thoughts to
brother Paul Watson's excellent article ,
"God's Grace to Israel." Brother Watson
correctly states in a footnote that the word
for "grace" in Hebrew is chesed and that it
is difficult to render this word accurately in
the English language. . . . This difficulty is
also reflected in the Greek translation of the
Hebrew Old Testamt;nt .... While the word
chesed denotes practically everything about
God's gracme in the Old Testament ( see especially the Psalms), it is not often translater by Greek charis nor by English
"grace."
Behind the Greek charis and the English
words "grace" or "favor" stands the Hebrew
word chen. . . . Chen often expresses the
idea of favor extended to a recipient to
which he has no claim, and the word is
most often found in the expressions "to find
favor" or "to cause to find favor." The important point is that the favor is most often
an outward and not an inward benefit . . .
Thus, while Greek charis in the Old
Testament implies undeserved favor, its
dominant meaning is outward favor, and
consequently it is not one of the great
"grace-words" of the Old Testament. And
while the New Testament writers ( especially Paul) used charis to express God's manifold grace, the word received new content
made possible only through the Cross of
Jesus Christ. . . .
God's grace in the sense of His "steadfast love" is unchangeable, everlasting, and
thus everpresent. Through this steadfast
love (grace) He continually gives gifts to
men. In Jesus Christ He gave Himself! The
Christian , thus , receives much more than
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Noah. He receives the forgiveness of sins
and the power of a new life. Hence, every
Christian can say with brother Fausto
Salvoni, "True Grace Came Through Jesus
Christ." And it is in this conception of grace
that the Christian finds his joy, peace, hope
and steadfastness unto eternal life (Romans
5: 1, 2).
Thomas N. Schulz
Amsterdam , Holland
"SOCIAL GOSPEL"
Dear Editors:
Although I would disagree with either the
implication or the application of most of
what you have printed in MISSION concerning the "Social Gospel ," I support your
right to express your opinions. I trust you
will accord me the same right.
I specifically deny that you have established the obligation of the local congregation to become "involved" in social problems per the May , 1968, number of MISSION. Neither generically nor specifically,
not by command , approved apostolic example or necessary inference was this "requirement" proven. Rather, it was assumed ....
I believe the history of the church adequately demonstrates that the misplaced
congregational emphasis on the social gospel has been a primary factor in denominationalizing and secularizing the body of
Christ, the church of Christ.
The second point I would like to bring
up is the tendency of your writers to class
people as a uniform type within particular
groups. I deny that people, especially Christians, can be stereotyped , but are, rather,
individuals to be judged ( even in this life)
as such. The parable of the talents makes
it plain that responsibility is a mixture of
ability and opportunity. Because I and a lot
of other "Whiteys" have lacked either one
or the other of these basic ingredients, the
general charge that "Whitey"-universal
classification-is responsible for the conditions of the Negro is neither accurate nor
MISSION
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just. You have no idea what , if any, efforts
I ( or another "Whitey" ) have made to help
my fellow man , Negro included . Hence the
judgment expressed is arbitrary and the
solution proposed open to question.
It appears to me that the entire thrust of
MISSION is present-day congregational "involvement " in mankind 's social problems ,
either emphasizing · this over the spiritual or
using it as a means to draw people to Christ.
I always thought the gospel contained the
drawing power-Romans
1 : 16, 17. In my
understanding , such a position as yours is
not supportable from God 's Word and
hence is outside of the doctrine of Christsee II John 9. Those going beyond Christ's
teaching still " ... have not God .. . . "
(Maj.) Wallace H. Little
APO , San Francisco , Calif.
INTERRACIAL

MARRIAGE

Dear Editors:
Mr. Pitts ' article [ MISSION , June , 1968]
helps us all to understand the plight of the
Negro in America and the action needed.
However , I feel that to achieve "total integration " Christians must take a more definite stand on interracial marriage than was
taken in that article .
It is no more an answer to prejudice
against interracial marriage to say that Negroes are not particularly interested in marrying whites than it would be to reply to
other prejudices that some people have by
saying that Negroes do not really want to
go to your schools, move into your neighborhoods , etc. We must be made aware of
the implications of disapprov al of interracial
marriage . As long as we refuse to accept
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interracial marriages , we cannot be anythjng
other than a "racist society."
I appreciate the fact that Mr. Pitts probably feared stirring up antagonism , but I
feel that a journal such as MISSION is the
place for clear statements on moral issues.
Johnny Justice
Austin , Texas
A HELPFUL BOOK
Dear Editors :
The writings of Paul J. Tillich have been a
source of great theological clarity and insight for many seminarians and graduate
school students for many years. Speaking
as one who has personally experienced the
great joy and excitment which Paul Tillich's
writings bring to my understanding of theology and its relation to the works of the
Lord 's church , I would like to recommend
to your readers Paul Tillich's one-volume
work The Courage To Be [Yale University
Press , paperback (Y 11)].
I recommend this book for two reasons.
First , in light of the current social unrest
in our nation and in light of the ever-present
need of a clarifying and stabilizing voice to
give insight, courage and guidance in these
times, I feel that this book would be a most
appropriate and penetrating analysis of the
present human dilemma in which we find
ourselves as a nation.
Secondly, as a faithful reader of MISSION ,
I have noticed that you have consistently
addressed yourself to both believers and
non-believers alike, and I feel that the
audience to which this book is addressed
would welcome its message .
Foy C. Richey
Hartford , Connecticut
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